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FUN COMPETITIONS 
 
STRINGS COMPETITION 
 
95% Course handicap stableford 
 
. You have been given 3 metres of string. 
. You can use your string at any time to improve the position of your ball (ie this is a 
 Free shot) 
. Each time you use it, you must cut off and discard (in your pocket, bag or bin) the  
 Amount of string used. 
. You can use the string to move the ball forward -i.e., sink a putt or escape from a 

bunker. 
. You MAY NOT use the string to escape from water or out of bounds. 
 
This competition can take a long time!  Equipment – string and scissors!! 
 
 
FLAG COMPETITION 
 
SILVER DIVISION – red flag, BRONZE DIVISION – blue flag 
 
95% course handicap to ensure players do not get to the end of a round with strokes. 
Remaining 
 
. Add CH to SSS 72.  So, if you are playing off 18 95% is 17.  Therefore, your strokes  
 To get around the course are 89 ie Every player gets as far through 18 holes as their  
 Handicap allows. 
 
. The player who has their name last of the sheet attached to the flag in each division 

wins.  The players off both 1st and 10th take a flag. 
 
. When the players have used the last shot of their stroke allowance they stick the 
 Flag in the ground where the ball comes to rest and write their name on attached 

sheet before finishing the round. 
 
. If the last shot comes to rest in deep rough, a bunker, or in the trees, put the flag on 

the edge of the fairway at the nearest point. 
 
. Other players following, when reaching the flag for their division with shots in hand, 

take the flag and put it in the ground at the spot where their final shot lands and 
don’t forget to write your name on the sheet. 

 
. Last players from 1st and 10th tees to bring in flags and sheets of paper. 
 
EQUIPMENT – Flags and boards with sheet and pencils/pens attached. 


